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Abstra t

We present a fast mar hing level set method for monotoni ally advan ing fronts, whi h leads
to an extremely fast s heme for solving the Eikonal equation. Level set methods are numeri al
te hniques for omputing the position of propagating fronts. They rely on an initial value partial di erential equation for a propagating level set fun tion, and use te hniques borrowed from
hyperboli

onservation laws. Topologi al hanges, orner and usp development, and a urate

determination of geometri properties su h as urvature and normal dire tion are naturally obtained in this setting. In this paper, we des ribe a parti ular ase of su h methods for interfa es
whose speed depends only on lo al position. The te hnique works by oupling work on entropy
onditions for interfa e motion, the theory of vis osity solutions for Hamilton-Ja obi equations
and fast adaptive narrow band level set methods. The te hnique is appli able to a variety
of problems, in luding shape-from-shading problems, lithographi development al ulations in
mi ro hip manufa turing, and arrival time problems in ontrol theory.
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Introdu tion

In this paper, we des ribe and test a numeri al algorithm for tra king the evolution of interfa es.
The te hnique applies in the ase of a front propagating normal to itself with a speed F that
 Supported in part by the Applied Mathemati s Subprogram of the OÆ e of Energy Resear h under DE-AC03-

76SF00098, and the National S ien e Foundation DARPA under grant DMS-8919074.
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depends only on position and is always either positive or negative. The appli ations of su h a
te hnique in lude some global illumination problems and problems from ontrol theory, as well
as surfa e advan ement in lithographi development and isotropi et hing and deposition in the
manufa turing of mi roele troni stru tures. This s heme was rst des ribed in [25℄; in this
paper, we present the details of this s heme and show results and timings.
2

Ba kground

Consider a boundary, either a urve in two dimensions or a surfa e in three dimensions, separating one region from another, and imagine that this urve/surfa e moves in its normal dire tion
with a known speed fun tion F . The goal is to tra k the motion of this interfa e as it evolves.
We are only on erned with the motion of the interfa e in its normal dire tion, and shall ignore
tangential motion.
As shown in [27, 28, 31℄, a propagating interfa e an develop orners and dis ontinuities as it
evolves, whi h require the introdu tion of a weak solution in order to pro eed. The orre t weak
solution omes from enfor ing an entropy ondition for the propagating interfa e, similar to the
one in gas dynami s. Furthermore, this entropy-satisfying weak solution is the one obtained by
onsidering the limit of smooth solutions for the problem in whi h urvature plays a regularizing
role.
As an example, onsider the initial osine urve propagating with speed

F

= 1 shown in

Figure 1. As the front moves, a orner forms in the propagating front whi h orresponds to a
sho k in the slope, and a weak solution must be developed beyond this point. If the motion of
ea h individual point is ontinued, the result is the swallowtail solution shown in Fig. 1a, whi h
is multiple-valued and does not orrespond to a lear interfa e separating two regions. Instead,
an appropriate weak solution is obtained by onsidering the asso iated smooth ow obtained
by adding urvature



to the speed law, that is, letting

F

=1

,

see Fig. 1b. The limit of

these smooth solutions as  goes to zero produ es the weak solution shown in Fig. 1 ; this is
the same solution obtained by enfor ing an entropy ondition, similar to the one for a s alar
hyperboli

onservation law, whi h sele ts the envelope obtained by Huygens prin iple as the
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Figure 1: Cosine Curve Propagating with Unit Speed

orre t solution, see [27℄. This weak solution orresponds to a de rease in total variation of the
propagating front and is irreversible [28℄. For details, see [28℄.
As a numeri al te hnique, this suggests using the te hnology from hyperboli

onservation

laws to solve the equations of motion, as des ribed in [32℄. This leads to the level set formulation
introdu ed in [20℄, whi h we now des ribe.
2.1

Level Set Methods

Given an initial position for an interfa e , where
fun tion

F

whi h gives the speed of

perspe tive of viewing

is a losed urve in

R2 ,

and a speed

in its normal dire tion, the level set method takes the

as the zero level set of a fun tion (x; t = 0) from R2 to R. That is,

let (x; t = 0) = d, where d is the distan e from x to , and the plus (minus) sign is hosen if
the point x is outside (inside) the initial hypersurfa e . Then, by the hain rule, an evolution
equation for the interfa e may be produ ed [20, 31℄, namely

t

+ F jrj = 0;

(x; t

= 0) = given:

(1)
(2)

This is an initial value partial di erential equation in one higher dimension than the original
problem. In Figure 2 (taken from [30℄), we show the outward propagation of an initial urve
and the a ompanying motion of the level set fun tion .
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Figure 2: Propagating Cir le

There are several advantages to this level set perspe tive:
1. Although (x; t) remains a fun tion, the level surfa e  = 0 orresponding to the propagating hypersurfa e may hange topology, as well as form sharp orners as  evolves (see
[20℄).
2. Se ond, a dis rete grid an be used together with nite di eren es to devise a numeri al
s heme to approximate the solution. Care must taken to adequately a ount for the spatial
derivatives in the gradient.
3. Third, intrinsi geometri properties of the front are easily determined from the level set
r and the urvature of ea h level set is
fun tion . The normal ve tor is given by ~n = jr
j
r .
 = r  jr
j
4. Finally, the formulation is un hanged for propagating interfa es in three dimensions.
Sin e its introdu tion in [20℄, the above level set approa h has been used in a wide olle tion
of problems involving moving interfa es. Some of these appli ations in lude the generation of
minimal surfa es [8℄, singularities and geodesi s in moving urves and surfa es in [9℄, ame
propagation [22, 36℄, uid interfa es [6, 18℄, shape re onstru tion [17, 16℄, as well as et hing,
deposition and lithography al ulations in [2, 3℄. Extensions of the basi te hnique in lude fast
4

methods in [1℄, level set te hniques for multiple uid interfa es and triple point jun tions in [26℄,
and grid generation in [30℄. The fundamental Eulerian perspe tive presented by this approa h
has sin e been adopted in many theoreti al analyses of mean urvature ow, in parti ular, see
[12, 7℄.
2.2

Numeri al Approximation

As mentioned above, a areful approximation to the gradient in the level set equation (Eqn. 1)
is required in order to produ e the orre t weak solution. One of the simplest su h s hemes is
given in [20℄, namely
n+1

ij

= nij

t (max(Dijx ; 0)2 + min(Dij+x ; 0)2 max(Dijy ; 0)2 + min(Dij+y ; 0)2 )1=2 ; (3)

where here we have taken the speed
for example,

+x

Dij 

= (i+1;j

F

= 1 and employed di eren e operator notation that,

i;j )=(x).

The ru ial point in this (any su h appropriate)

numeri al s heme is the orre t dire tion of the upwinding and treatment of soni points.
2.3

Narrow Band Methods

The above te hnique relys on omputing the evolution of all the level sets, not simply the zero
level set orresponding to the front itself. As su h, it is a omputationally expensive te hnique,
sin e an extra dimension has been added to the problem.
As an alternative, an eÆ ient modi ation is to perform work only in a neighborhood of the
zero level set; this is known as the narrow band approa h. In this ase, the operation ount in
three dimensions for N 3 grid points drops to O(kN 2 ), where k is the number of ells in the width
of the narrow band, providing a signi ant ost redu tion. This \narrow band method" method
was introdu ed in [8℄, used in re overing shapes from images in [17℄, and analyzed extensively
in [1℄.
The basi idea is to tag grid points as either \alive", \land mines", or \far away", depending
on whether they are inside the band, near its boundary, or outside the band, respe tively, (see
Figure 3). Thus, work is performed only onthe alive points, and the band is re onstru ted on e
land mine points are rea hed. An extreme one- ell version of this leads to the fast mar hing
level set method presented below.
5
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Figure 3: Pointer Array Tags Alive, Narrow Band, and Far Away Points
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A Fast Mar hing Level Set Method

We now dis uss in detail the fast mar hing level set method introdu ed in [25℄. Consider the
spe ial ase of a front moving with speed F = F (x; y; z ), F

>

0 (the ase where F is everywhere

negative is also allowed). We then have a monotoni ally advan ing front whose level set equation
is of the form
t

+ F (x; y; z )jrj = 0
(x; t

= 0) =

:

(4)
(5)

Imagine the two-dimensional ase in whi h the interfa e is a propagating urve, and suppose we
graph the evolving zero level set above the xy plane. That is, let T (x; y) be the time at whi h
the urve rosses the point (x; y). The surfa e T (x; y) then satis es the equation

jrT jF = 1:

(6)

Eqn. 6 simply says that the gradient of arrival time surfa e is inversely proportional to the
speed of the front.
This is a form of the well-known Eikonal equation, and the re asting of the problem into
a stationary one is ommon in a variety of appli ations. The notion of vis osity solutions is
intimately onne ted to this equation; a entral idea, dis ussed in detail in [15℄, is that the
use of monotone, onsistent s hemes will lead to s hemes whi h sele t the orre t vis ous limit
of the partial di erential equation, as was done in the level set s heme in [20℄. We refer the
interested reader to large literature on this subje t, in luding relevant theory in [4, 10, 15, 35℄,
and numeri al algorithms in [5, 13, 14, 23, 19℄. Roughly speaking, two possible ways to view
6

these solution te hniques are either iteration towards the solution or dire t onstru tion of the
stationary solution surfa e T (x; y). We now dis uss a te hnique that relys on the level set
methodology and narrow band work des ribed above.
3.1

Approximation S heme

For this dis ussion, we limit ourselves to a two-dimensional problem inside a square from [0; 1℄ 
[0; 1℄ and imagine that the initial front is along the line

y

= 0; furthermore, we assume that

we are given a positive speed fun tion F (x; y) that is periodi in x. Thus, the front propagates
upwards o the initial line. Using our approximation to the gradient, we are then looking for a
solution in the unit box to the equation



max(Dijx T; 0)2 + min(Dij+x T; 0)2 + max(Dijy T; 0)2 + min(Dij+y T; 0)2 ) = 12
F

(7)

where T (x; 0) = 0.
Sin e Eqn. 7 is in essen e a quadrati equation for the value at ea h grid point (assuming
the others are held xed), we an iterate until onvergen e by solving the equation at ea h
grid point, sele ting the largest possible value as the solution in a ordan e with obtaining the
orre t vis osity solution. An iterative algorithm for omputing the solution to this problem
was introdu ed by Rouy and Tourin in [23℄; there, a di erent approximation to the gradient was
hosen whi h is less di usive motivated by the s heme given in [19℄, namely





max(max(Dijx T; 0); min(Dij+x T; 0))2 + max(max(Dijy T; 0); min(Dij+y T; 0))2 = 1=Fij2
(8)

For details of this approa h, see [23℄. We shall use this approximation to the gradient in our
fast mar hing level set method.
3.2

A Fast Mar hing Level Set Method

The key to onstru ting a fast mar hing algorithm is the observation that the upwind di eren e
stru ture of Eqn. 8 means that information propagates \one way", that is, from smaller values
of T to larger values. Hen e, our algorithm rests on \solving" Eqn. 8 by building the solution
7

Figure 4: Narrow Band Approa h to Mar hing Level Set Method

outwards from the smallest time value T . Our idea is to sweep the front ahead in an upwind
fashion by onsidering a set of points in narrow band around the existing front, and to mar h
this narrow band forward, freezing the values of existing points and bringing new ones into the
narrow band stru ture. The key is in the sele tion of whi h grid point in the narrow band to
update. The te hnique is easiest to explain algorithmi ally, see Figure 4, taken from [25℄. We
imagine that we want to propagate a front upwards through an

N

by

N

grid with speed

Fij

giving the speed in the normal dire tion at ea h grid point. Here the set of grid points j = 1
orrespond to the y axis, and we assume that Fij > 0.
1. Initialize
(a) (Alive Points: Grey Disks): Let A be the set of all grid points fi; j = 1g; set Ti;1 = 0:0
for all points in A.
(b) (Narrow Band Points: Bla k Cir les): Let N arrowBand be the set of all grid points

fi; j = 2g, set Ti; = dy=Fij for all points in N arrowBand.
1

( ) (Far Away Points: Bla k Re tangles): Let

F arAway

be the set of all grid points

fi; j > 2g, set Ti;j = 1 for all points in F arAway.
2. Mar hing Forwards
(a) Begin Loop: Let (imin ; jmin) be the point in N arrowBand with the smallest value for
T.

(b) Add the point (imin ; jmin) to A; remove it from N arrowBand.
( ) Tag as neighbors any points (imin 1; jmin ), (imin +1; jmin), (imin; jmin 1), (imin ; jmin +
1) that are either in

N arrowBand

or
8

F arAway .

If the neighbor is in

F arAway ,

remove it from that list and add it to the set N arrowBand.
(d) Re ompute the values of T at all neighbors a ording to Eqn. 8, sele ting the largest
possible solution to the quadrati equation.
(e) Return to top of Loop:
We take periodi boundary onditions where required. Assuming for the moment that it
takes no work to determine the member of the narrow band with the smallest value of T , the
total work required to ompute the solution at all grid points is O(N 2 ), where al ulation is
performed on an N by N grid.
Why does the above algorithm work? Sin e we are always lo ating the smallest value in
the narrow band, its value for T must be orre t; other narrow band points or far away points
with larger

T

values annot a e t it. The pro ess of re omputing the T values at neighboring

points (that have not been previously a epted) annot yield a value smaller than any of that
at any of the a epted points, sin e the orre t vis osity solution is obtained by sele ting the
largest possible solution to the quadrati equation. Thus, we an mar h the solution outwards,

always sele ting the narrow band grid point with minimum trial value for T , and readjusting
neighbors. Another way to look at this is that ea h minimum trial value begins an appli ation
of Huygen's prin iple, and the expanding wave front tou hes and updates all others.
We take periodi boundary onditions where required. Assuming for the moment that it
takes no work to determine the member of the narrow band with the smallest value of T , the
total work required to ompute the solution at all grid points is O(N 2 ), where the al ulation
is performed on an N by N grid.
4

Proof that the algorithm

onstru ts a viable solu-

tion

Here, we prove that the above algorithm produ es a solution whi h everywhere satis es the
dis rete version of our equation, whi h is given by




max(max(Dijx T; 0); min(Dij+x T; 0))2 + max(max(Dijy T; 0); min(Dij+y T; 0))2 = fij2 (9)
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A

B
?
D

C

Figure 5: Matrix of neighboring values

where fij2 = 1=Fij2 . We shall give a onstru tive proof. Sin e the values of T (x; y; z ) are built
by mar hing forwards from the smallest value to the largest, we need only show that whenever
a \trial" value is onverted into an \alive" value, none of the re omputed neighbors obtain new
values less than the a epted value. If this is true, then we will always be mar hing ahead in
time, and the thus the orre t \upwind" nature of the di eren ing will be respe ted. We shall
prove our result in two dimensions; the three-dimensional proof is the same.
Thus, onsider the matrix of grid values given in Figure 5. Our argument will follow the
omputation of the new value of T in the enter grid point to repla e the value of ?, based on
the neighboring values. We will assume, without loss of generality, that the value

A

at the left

grid point is the smallest of all \trial" values, and prove that when we re ompute the value at
the enter grid point ( alled Tre omputed

from A ),

it annot be less than A. This will prove that

the upwinding is respe ted, and that we need not go ba k and readjust previously set values.
We shall onsider the four ases that (1) none of the neighbors B , C , or D, are \alive" (2) one of
these neighbors is \alive" (3) two of the neighors are \alive" and (4) all three of these neighbors
are \alive".
A, B , C

1

and

D

are \trial",

A

is the smallest

In this ase, all of the neighbors around the enter grid point are either \trial" or set
to

F arAway .

Sin e

A

is the smallest su h value, we onvert that value to \alive" and re-

ompute the value at the enter grid point. We now show that the re omputed value
Tre omputed from A

1. Suppose

A

+f

A



 A + f.
 min(B; D). Then Tre omputed

from A

= (A + f ) is a solution to the

problem, sin e only the di eren e operator to the left grid point is non-zero. footnoteWe
are absorbing the grid size x into the inverse speed fun tion f .

1
Re all that \alive" means that their T values are less than A. Here, we are using the notation that the symbol A
stands for both the grid point and its T value.
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2. Suppose

A+f

 min(B; D). Then, without loss of generality, assume that B  D. We

an solve the quadrati equation
(Tre omputed

A)

from A

+ (Tre omputed

2

The dis riminant is non-negative when f
that A + f  B and hen e f

 (B

A).

from A

B)

2

= f2

(10)

 Bp A , whi h must be true sin e we assumed
(

)

2

Thus, a solution exists, and it is easy to he k that

this solution must then be greater than or equal to B and thus falls into the required range.
Furthermore, we see that T

 A + f , sin e the se ond term on the left is non-negative.

Thus, we have shown that A  Tre omputed

from A

 A + f , and therefore Tre omputed

from A

annot be less than the just onverted value A.
This ase will a t a template for the other ases.
B

is \alive", A,

C

and

D

are \trial",

A

is the smallest of the trial values

In this ase, A has just been onverted, sin e it is the smallest of the trial values. We shall
prove when we re al ulate

Tre omputedA ,

its new value must still be greater than A. At some

previous stage, when B was onverted from trial to alive, the values of A, C and D were all trial
values, and hen e must have been larger. Then this means that when
trial to alive, we had the previous ase above, and hen e

B

B

was onverted from

 Tre omputed

from B

 B + f;

furthermore, sin e the value at the enter was not hosen as the smallest trial value, we must have
that A  B + f . By the above ase, we then have that B  A  Tre omputed

from A

 B + f,

and hen e the re omputed value annot be less than the just onverted value of A.
C

is \alive", A,

B

and

D

are \trial",

A

is the smallest of the trial values

In this ase, due to the dire tion of the upwind di eren ing, the value at C is the ontributor
in the x dire tion, the a eptan e of A does not a e t the re omputation, and the ase defaults
into the rst ase above.
The remaining ases are all the same, sin e the di eren ing takes the smallest values in ea h
oordinate dire tion. The proof in three dimensions is identi al.
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4.1

Finding the Smallest Value

The key to an eÆ ient version of the above te hnique lies in a fast way of lo ating the grid point
in the narrow band with the smallest value for T . We use a variation on a heapsort algorithm
with ba k pointers, see [21, 24℄. In more detail, imagine that the list of narrow band points
is initially sorted in a heapsort so that the smallest member an be easily lo ated. We store
the values of these points in the heapsort, together with their indi es whi h give their lo ation
in the grid stru ture. We keep a ompanion array whi h points from the two-dimensional grid
to the lo ation of that grid point in the heapsort array. Finding the smallest value is easy. In
order to nd the neighbors of that point, we use the pointers from the grid array to the heapsort
stru ture. The values of the neighbors are then re omputed, and then the results are bubbled
upwards in the heapsort until they rea h their orre t lo ations, at the same time readjusting
the pointers in the grid array. This results in an O(logN ) algorithm for the total amount of
work, where

N

is the number of points in the narrow band. For implementation details and

further appli ation of this te hnique, see [34℄.
4.2

Arbitrary Initial Fronts

The above te hnique onsidered a at initial interfa e for whi h trial values at the narrow band
points ould be easily initialized. Suppose we are given an arbitrary losed urve or surfa e as
the initial lo ation of the front. In this ase, we use the original narrow band level set method
to initialize the problem. First, label all grid points as \far away" and assign them
of

T

values

1. Then, onstru t the signed distan e fun tion in a one-grid ell wide band around the

initial hypersurfa e . Propagate that surfa e both forwards and ba kwards in time until a
layer of grid points is rossed in ea h dire tion, omputing the signed rossing times as in [30℄.
Then olle t the points with negative rossing times as \alive" points with T value equal to the
rossing time, and the points with positive rossing times as narrow band points with T value
equal to the positive rossing times. Then begin the fast mar hing algorithm.
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Figure 6: Lithographi

5

Development on 50x50x50 Grid

Results

5.1

Simple Initial Front

As a rst example, we use the above algorithm to ompute a lithographi development pro le
for an evolving front. We start with a at pro le at height z = 1 in the unit ube entered at
(:5; :5; :5) and follow the evolution of the interfa e downwards with speed given by the model
Gaussian rate fun tion
F (x; y; z )

where r =

p

(x

:5)2

+ (y

:5)2 ).

=e

64(r 2 )

( os2 (12z ) + :01)

(11)

This rate fun tion F orresponds to e e t of standing waves

whi h hange the resist properties of the material, and auses sharp undulations and turns in
the evolving pro le. In Figure 6, we show the pro le et hed out by su h an initial state; the
al ulation is arried out until

T

= 10.

In Figure 7, we give timings for a parameter study on a Spar 10 for the speed fun tion
F

=e

64(r 2 )

( os2 (6z ) + :01). We note that loading the le ontaining the model Gaussian rate

fun tion F is a signi ant proportion of the total ompute time.
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Grid Size
50x50x50
100x100x100
150x150x150
200x200x200

Time to Load Rate File
0.1 se s
1.2 se s
3.9 se s
9.0 se s

Time to Propagate Front
0.1 se s
8.2 se s
37.8 se s
80.0 se s

Figure 7: Timings for Development to T=10: Spar

5.2

Total Time
0.2 se s
9.4 se s
41.7 se s
89 se s
10

Deposition Problem

Next, we onsider the ase of simple isotropi deposition above a tren h, with orresponding
speed fun tion

F

= 1. In Figure 8, we show a two-dimensional tren h being lled in with a

deposition layer; we note the sharp orner that develops when the entropy ondition is invoked.

Figure 8: Isotropi

Deposition Above Tren h

There are a large number of appli ations of this fast mar hing level set method, in luding
problems in ontrol theory, et hing/deposition/lithography, and global illumination. At the
same time, the above te hnique an be extended, with modi ation, to general onvex speeds
laws, and perhaps, non- onvex speed fun tions. We shall report on these issues elsewhere [33℄.
Furth
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